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Some of the most beautiful interior design will incorporate living plants into the actual 
floor plan.  The room below is by Toby Long Design and is a great example of the 
foliage taking center stage.  You are looking at black bamboo and it is stunning.  
Bamboo is a fast grower but can be controlled by good hydration and pruning and needs 
plenty of light.  In person, this variety is beautiful, the canes are black and shiny. 
 

https://t.e2ma.net/click/7q5bo/ftgwzc/n746xi
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In many cases, the plants may be an afterthought, which brings us to the question, 
“What are good choices for decorative indoor plants?”  Being a very complex topic, you 
will want to consult an expert but, let’s cover this as an overview and stimulate your 
creativity.   

 
Well suited for indoors are palms, fern, ficus, and succulents. 
 

https://t.e2ma.net/click/7q5bo/ftgwzc/js66xi
https://t.e2ma.net/click/7q5bo/ftgwzc/3z56xi


PALMS 
Part of the Araceae family of plants, palms prefer tropical 
climates.  
They like indirect natural light year round and grow faster in 
bright light, but those grown in low light have a deeper green 
color.  
With consistent watering and nutrients, your palms will 
thrive. Palms don't like soggy soil and need drainage.  To 
keep them moist, water the palm when the soil dries to 
within an inch of the top and allow the soil to dry to a depth 
of 2 inches.  They require less water in winter.  Don’t let the 
temps go below 60 degrees Fahrenheit at night and protect 
them from cold drafts.  Transplant them every two to three 
years.  
Natural air purifiers, they target and remove formaldehyde, 
benzene, and carbon monoxide and release moisture into a 
room.   

 

 

TIP:  You might want to mix the foliage textures and use pots of the same color.    
VARIETIES;  Majesty palm, Fishtail palm, Kentia palm, Pygmy palm, and the Elephant Ear palm.  
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https://t.e2ma.net/click/7q5bo/ftgwzc/fd86xi
https://t.e2ma.net/click/7q5bo/ftgwzc/zk76xi


FERNS 
Ferns thrive indoors but only with plenty of hydration.   
They prefer indirect (north-facing) or filtered (eastern) light.  
Avoid windows that face west or south as they can become 
too hot and they need good air circulation. Best to shield 
them from direct sun.  
They are tropical so don’t let the soil dry out between 
waterings and mist them as well, and some don't like the mist 
directly on their foliage.  Regular watering is important.  
These also make great hanging plants as well.  
Their soft leaves and large fronds help rid the air of pollutants 
like toulene and xylene, toxins found in many paints, nail 
polishes, and glues.  

 

 

TIP:  Kitchen and bathrooms are great environments for ferns because of their humidity levels and are 
ideal plants for terrariums.  
VARIETIES;  Autumn fern, Maidenhair fern, Silver Brake, Kangaroo paw, Birdnest fern and Foxtail fern.  
 

FICUS 
Also called figs, these are the most popular indoor plants.  Easy 
to grow and what a variety.  There are trees and ground cover 
types and their textures vary as well.   
Most prefer medium to bright light and the lack of light slows 
their growth.  They are great next to a window and can tolerate 
some direct sun.  
Being resilient, they can survive inconsistent watering but 
prefer moisture on a regular basis.  Shiny leaves mean that they 
are well hydrated. 
Like palms, they too soak up benzene, formaldehyde, and 
toluene, making them good for households where there is a 
smoker.  

 

 

TIP:  If your ficus loses leaves when you first bring it home, don't worry, it should regrow new foliage once 
it's adapted to its new location.  
VARIETIES;  Weeping ficus, Rubber trees, Creeping ficus and one of my personal favorites, the Fiddle-leaf 
fig.  
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https://t.e2ma.net/click/7q5bo/ftgwzc/v586xi


SUCCULENTS 
The easiest houseplant to keep alive because they are low-
water plants.  They are unique and come in many shapes, 
textures, colors and sizes.   
Succulents are sun-worshippers so provide plenty of light, 
they like bright but not direct sunlight.  
Water by misting every 10-14 days.  Plant in fast-draining 
soils that hold little moisture as they don’t like wet roots.  The 
soil should feel bone dry before watering.  
Succulents are rarely attacked by insects because their 
foliage is tough.  

 

 

TIP:  Location, location, location.  Green succulents do better indoors as opposed to their purple and 
orange companions which prefer the outdoors.  
VARIETIES;  Agave, Jade, Dracaena, Aloe, and Snake plants.  
 



 
 
Succulents are a 
wonderful 
source for your 
creativity as 
well. If you 
have the room 
to grow your 
own, why not 
create 
decorative 
elements with 
these plants?   
These wreaths  
were grown, 
designed and 
handmade by   
my friend, 
Linda Salvati 
with the 
intention of 
being sold for 
Lung Cancer 
research. She 
began by 
creating a 
heavy duty 
frame to hold 
the succulents 
in place.  

 

 

 

 

https://t.e2ma.net/click/7q5bo/ftgwzc/nbc7xi
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